
Dear Jim, 	for 75-226 appeal 	 2/20/78 

es I again try to clear the desk 1 have come accroas the attached,of which I'll mace 
copies later. This is from tho ?BI's 12/7/78 releases. 

It relate6 to what to a degree I have in Post Mortem, the finding of a piece of 
skull bone near the scene of the JFK aegassination. I are aura it was not provided in 
226, including not on discovery. Sone copies are stamped for Jab filing yet silty did 
not provide it from Lab files. Others are for FBI lin central files filing, yet it did 
not come to us from there despite its havine  the JFK assassination file number. It is 
marked for indexing but the so-called search of the indexes allegedly did not show it. 

Or, this would seem to bear heavily on whether there was any kind of a search. 

It saga no spectre was run. Naturally not. There was i.-ray examination. We nave been 
given no results. There were photos, of which we have nothing and I believe no prior 
records of any kind. 

piece of the skull was blown out by the exploding bullet, which deposited many 
small fragments. But the FBI, which oonducisd no crime scene search and when it learned 
tgat a piece of the 	was missing no searoh for it also appears not to have made any 
record reflecting whether or not any tiny fragments of metal were imbedded in the piece of 
Presidential skull that, despite the FBI, was recovered. 

. In the end we have hare what we have on no other record, that when there is not to 
be a report something so states. Hare it is in the lover left-hand corner of the lab work, 
sheet, "No report to be made." 

There was a blood analysis and there is no explanation of it that could be comprehended 
by lawyers or Commissioners or the people who care. 

There was 1-ray examination, but it was only te missing piece of the head of the 
assassinated preaident so nobody else had to unde stand it. Especially because tho FBI 
was going to keep it secret for more than 14 yeare.And there is no explanation of the 
I,ray examination. 

I believe that these withheld pegea can be used to argue that when tnere is to be 
no report somewhere it is stated that there is to be no report- that the purpose of the 
lab work is to inform others and it is a fair and reasonable presumption that the Lib does 
report to inform others. (Especially in the context of tne original Williams defense, which 
omitted the total defense, that there were no reports.) 

Copies indicate that the files of Wick and his Diviaion also should have been searched. 

By now I thick we can say that when the FBI obtainelnegiative evidence, that is, 
evidence of other than the original lioover preconception of Oswald's lone guilt, the 
FBI did what it could to withhold that evidence. (One of the things Griffin might be 

Ogle to help with.) 
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RECORDED 
11/27/63 KO 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Laboratory Work Sheet 

Re: 	
47—ef—••,. 

A. SASSINATION OF PRESIDENT eirY.NNEDY 

167° //A 1-/4 3 atWiC.A.- 

• 

Lab. PC-78301 LIB X CI File f 	— /0 9 a Zw&-o 

Examination requested by: FBI, DALLAS (89-43) Alrtel 11/25/83 ' 	- 

Examination requested: Epectro. — Chem. Anal. 
(Bioc.) — Misc. 

Result of Examination: 

Date received: 13./27 

Examination by; KOBE 
BIDEZ 
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Specimens submitted for  examination  

Q46 Boneolls5 loceited approximately 25 fe
et south of the spot 

'here President Kennedy yes shot. 
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